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About This Game

Space Giraffe is an abstract action arcade style game that takes place in a succession of beautiful environments generated by an
advanced graphics synthesizer. It presents itself as a shooter but the more you play the more you discover the hidden depths and
strategies that make the gameplay satisfyingly rich and rewarding. This is the boldest evolution of the trance-shooter, created by

the company that helped to define the genre with the groundbreaking �Tempest 2000�.

200 levels of trancetastic action.
Beautiful abstract graphics that respond to audio input.
Deep gameplay that rewards strategic and thoughtful play.
Accessible enough to entertain a novice player, but deep enough to satisfy the arcade expert.
Intense, satisfying, synaesthesiac shooting action that you'll return to again and again in search of ever higher scores.
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found it boring. only played for a few minutes and decided to uninstall. Needs more interactions. Storyline was ok however
there was not much that you can do beside read the storyline and answer questions. Not for me.. With so many negative reviews
it was hard for me to make the choice of whether or not to buy this game. I spent a great deal of time combing the forums to get
a feel for what Bad Bots exactly was. Not to mention starting a post that insisted that games such as Bad Bots should have a
demo when mixed reviews come into play.

Once the demo was made available, I spent about an hour playing Bad Bots, got a feel for the dynamics, and quickly realized
that I needed this game ASAP.

That being said... The game is great. Bad Bots has an old school vibe that reminds me of a SEGA game called "Slime World." If
you're into murdering blood thirsty robots and trying to save Earth from being attacked by the Titan Hauler, this is the game for
you. As the only living human survivor aboard the ship its up to YOU to save the Earth from being overrun by millions of
murderous robots.

Bad Bots has several different weapon upgrades and choices, tons of hidden rooms, and a great story that keeps you on your toes
and guessing the whole time. Plot twists and hard bosses round out the game and make it a must have for anyone who enjoys a
good platformer.

Graphics: 6\/10
Playablity: 7\/10
Story: 8\/10
Challenge: 7\/10
Replay Value: 8\/10. sorry , no have players. Made for mobile devices, this game crashes every time I touch my mouse - i tried
for about 30 minutes, and actually got the game to start once - upon which I was greeted by the worst English translation ever,
and the entire story is in Japanese.
I can read Japanese, that's not an issue.
The issue arises when I bought this to make Youtube content - and my audience doesn't speak Japanese.

Nevermind that, though. The game is pretty buggy, and clearly was never meant for a PC originally.
This is evidenced by it starting with " floating buttons " on screen when you load it up - like a mobile game.
refunded after the game crashed the 7th time.
. Better than Windows Pinball :D

Seriously, you like Worms and pinball? This is awesome for in between ;D. 7\/10

Spectromancer is a card game, in a sense, but in other ways it isn't. Your "deck" consists of 4 random cards from each of 5
categories (20 cards total), the last of which is determined by the class you pick. The four main categories are fire, air, earth,
and water, and my final category was something like "domination," as this is the class I chose to play through the campaign with.

Normally, you will gain a resource in each category each turn. However, you can play certain cards to increase your resource
generation. You can play one card a turn, and whenever you play a card, you spend the associated resource. So if you have 2 of
each resource and cast a "fire" card that costs 2. You'll then have 0 of the fire resource and 2 of the rest. At the beginning of
your next turn, you'll have 1 fire and 3 of each other resource. One of the ways in which Spectromancer isn't a typical card game
is that you can cast the same "card" over and over each turn as long as you have adequate resources.

As your cards are chosen randomly each duel, there is no deckbuilding to speak of. However, at different junctures in the
campaign, you can choose upgrades for certain cards. If these cards show up in later duels, you'll play with an upgraded version
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(perhaps a creature with more health or a spell that deals additional damage). Additionally, at one point I unlocked a pet that
started on the board each duel.

The excitement of the game, in my view, resulted from the semi-scrappy nature of the duels. Often, you wouldn't get an ideal
layout of cards. So it's important to evaluate which categories you plan to use each duel, especially since certain duels have win
conditions other than simply reducing enemy health to 0. I enjoyed sometimes using mediocre cards to great effect in certain
duels (as long as powerful ones were also available), especially if the card was more useful in pursuing an alternate win
condition.

The negatives here are that the visual and sound design of the game are very simple, and the story, which didn't really interest
me, is told in pop-up boxes of text. The vast majority of the time, I listened to a playlist of music I enjoyed while playing.

If you like card games, this one is worth checking out. I think it may be available on Kongregate as a flash title, so you may want
to try before you buy (or play the whole thing on there, I'm not sure what that version is like as I purchased on Steam).. It's okay.

As a management game it's pretty decent. Working at night gives you a "Midnight Oil" buff which really fills up the progress
bar a lot. But the trade off for that is a really high stress gain and the pretty much 90% chance of getting sick if you don't spend
the following day sleeping for 24 hours. And if you get sick, you're forced to sleep in anyway. It's a really decent trade off that
makes you think twice about pulling off those oh so useful all nighters but sometimes the punishments get annoying, especially
since there's no way to subvert it (like unlocking a dress that allows for it or at least lessens the stress gain from not sleeping. if
there is one, i have not seen it).

The social stats and friendship candidates are really interesting. It's pretty diverse in its choices though I wish you had a second
female choice rather than just one with two male choices.

Overall, it's really good for the price and general experience of the dev. Solid management game. Looking forward to future
works.. Fun fps shooter and I like how they handled respawns. Good game idea. Howver, Terrible physics, controlls and full of
bugs.
The game acts differently with random results even when you're doing the exact same thing. You get stuck in or bounce off
walls/obsticals randomly for no reason all the time.

The first half of the game is still enjoyable. But when you hit around level 80, you start seeing these stupidly designed stages
where there's guns shooting at you from all direction while needing to deal with mutiple bugs and terrible physics thsat screw
you over repeatly.

If you need a time killer, yes you can play it, but I can only recommand the first half of the game because the later stages is
more torture than puzzle solving.. This DLC should have never exist. I hope guy responsible for this DLC lose his job. Authors
of this DLC should apologize and delate this DLC. They should pretend that's never existed.
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Interesting idea, but I am sad to say that the execution is lacking. There are some serious quality of life improvements required
to make this less frustrating for regular terminal users.

The game (and terminal) doesn't properly resize to fit the resolution (2560x1600), so you are stuck with a lot of scrolling to read
stuff that would have comfortably fit on the monitor otherwise. The mouse wheel doesn't work and the scroll handle is tiny and
therefore very fiddly. There doesn't even seem to be any keyboard shortcuts for scrolling, which would have been fine, too.

I got through Episode 1 easily enough, but stopped playing during some puzzles in Episode 2 that require typing a lot of rather
wordy commands in a very specific order. Failing one of these apparently requires re-typing all of it. The solution was easy, but
extremely tedious to enter. This, combined with the lack of context (due to the small window and lack of halfway decent
scrolling) made it frustrating enough for me to just quit right there.

My experience with the puzzles is limited by the fact that I stopped playing, but most puzzles so far seem to consist out of rather
repetitively digging through emails, finding a clue and entering the result. Sometimes it also requires you to Google for some
piece of text that the clue references to find the answer. Also, this is nowhere near a "full-featured hacker" experience. There is
only a handful of limited commands, and you could probably just brute-force your way through all of it.

I would have liked to know how the story ends, but in its current state, I am not willing to put more time into it to find out.. Lots
of explosions. Meh.

This is a comedy-type game. It was interesting at first but after the first ten minutes or so but the snarky asides and fourth wall
breaking moments were too close together and got really aggravating. Also, not having the option to use WASD to move was
frustrating.

I made it to the first mission and got lost in the forest area. Then the game crashed and I kinda felt relieved for an excuse to stop
playing.. So I have been playing Dreadnought on PS4 since closed beta. I've seen the changes and been there through the ups and
downs. The game was great, though it is and was a grind. There's just something about flying a battleship-cruiser like spaceship
into battle! It is still in development since launching on steam, and I can't wait to see where it goes from here. I love the music
and sounds of the game.. Repetitive, no real new elements apart water everywhere, Alien Breed 3: Descent doesn't manage to
get as good as the others, as you're always seeing the same rooms over and over. But the end of the first chapter, the fact that
you find Vance and Barnes, how to say it,... or Klein's body make the story good.

In other words, Descent is concluding the trilogy, still in the same ship as the previous game but with a reason for you to fight.
Your friend MIA is prisoner. People around you are dead. No one is surviving apart you.

This game is very very similar to the two previous ones, so, well, I'll copy\/paste parts of them.

The solo campaign is about the main character but you can play three co-op missions as Vance and Barnes with a friend.

The game is seen in 3D isometric, meaning that you have a little time to adapt to the command and the view when you're used to
3rd person or 1st person game.

I've enjoyed this game but less than the others: the plot turned out to be very sad because his only friend is prisonner and Theo
knows that if he wants to stop this madness, some sacrifices have to be made. However, given the fact that no novelty is there,
apart another new weapon, this game is on the verge to be a boring one.

You still have the PDA - with finding those of the crew ship, without forgetting the maps and the terminals that are shops and
save points.

The HUD is orange, like the title in the header. So, everything (texts on the screen) will be orange too. The game is also told
with cutscenes drawed as comics. And well, orange is also the main color. Impact had blue, Assault had green, Descent will have
orange, kinda indicating that we're going down into the fire.

Alien Breed: Descent is still a nice game. Don't worry, it will conclude perfectly the trilogy. That was a nice ride, don't hesitate..
I decided to refund after I could not even start a new game.
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In the profile creation window, I enter the name and click the confirm button but nothing happens. I could not find any guids
how to get around this problem.

Also, the Quit menu item does not work in the main menu.
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